
STEP 101

The rotation mechanism comprises of the following 
main parts: a MB-20V engine, controller, worm gear 
reducer, electrical engine transmission drive and 
controller drive unit. The worm from the worm thread, 

electrical engine transmission drive, and controller drive 
unit are incorporated into the main tank body. To secure 
the rotating mechanism to the tower, there are two arms 
with screw bolt openings. Two gun-stocks are attached 
to the cover of the tank body: one is connected by two 
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
To rotate the tower, either electrically or by hand, there is a rotation mechanism, 
which can be attached to the support that is welded to the tower to the left  
of the gun. 

The hand-operated 
flywheel is attached to 
the handle lever on 
the gear hub on which 
it pivots. 

1

bolts to the MB-20V engine, while the other is attached to 
the controller via two spring bolts. 

There is a junction shearing located between the main 
tooth-ringed mesh gears on the turret ring and the main 
rotating mechanism shaft. This is done so that in the event of 
increased resistance in the tower (as a result of oil thickening 
in winter, accidental knocks or obstructions to the tower 
shaft, etc.) the rotating mechanism and engine parts are 
not disabled. 
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* includes spare

101A 101B

101C

101H

101D 101E
101F

101G

082A 082A
101D

082A

101F

101E

101E

101E

101E

CODE NAME OF PART QUANTITY 

101A Drive wheel outer 1

101B Drive wheel inner 1

101C Drive wheel hub 1

101D Drive axle outer cover 1

101E Drive axle inner cover 1

101F Drive wheel axle cover 1

101G Washer 1

101H Idler wheel tension cover 1

LM 2.3 x 4mm screw 2 + 1*

GP 2.3 x 4mm screw 7 + 2*

2 Place the drive 
wheel axle cover 
(101F) into 

the circular groove on top 
of the drive axle inner cover 
(101E) so that the inner rim 
fits easily over the top of 
the central cavity. Fasten 
in place with a GP screw. 

1Put the drive axle outer 
cover (101D) onto 
the sunken mount, 

located at the rear, on 
the outside of right chassis A 
(082A). Fix it in place with 
two GP screws. 

3 Fit the drive axle inner 
cover (101E) onto 
the two pins, located 

at the rear of the outside of 
the right chassis (082A). Fix it 
in place with two LM screws. 

GP

LM

GP

GP

GP

LM
LM

101G

101D

101B
101B

101C

101A

101G

101A

4 Insert the three pins 
of the drive wheel 
outer (101A) into 

the holes of the drive wheel 
inner (101B). Fix it in place 
with three GP screws. 

5 Affix the drive wheel 
to the drive axle 
outer cover (101D). 

Position the washer (101G) 
onto the centre of the wheel, 
then fasten in place with 
a GP screw. 

6 Place the drive wheel 
hub (101C) onto 
the centre of the drive 

wheel outer (101A). 

GP

GPGP

GP

082A101H

101H

7 Insert the two pins from 
the idle wheel tension cover 
(101H) into the corresponding 

openings in front of the right chassis 
(082A). Be aware that the pins are 
differing thicknesses, thus, the idle 
wheel tension cover has only one 
correct position. 



STEP 102
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The tank’s tower is rotated either electrically or manually via a special  
rotation mechanism. 

1

Rotating the tower by hand is done by shifting 
the piston knob toward the worm screw, from 
the worm screw toward the worm gear and by shifting 
the main rod away from the main gear. Since the worm 

gear is located on the electric engine mesh gear, when rotating 
the tower manually the armature of the electric engine is also 
rotated. As such, the engine works as a generator. 

The following rules must be observed when operating 
the tower rotating mechanism: 

1) Prior to switching on the engine via the hand-operated 
gear, it must be confirmed that the tower lock device is off. 

2) When the tower is positioned higher than a 15° angle it 
may only be operated manually. 

3) When rotating the tower through the electric engine, 
only one rotation setting may be used in any one operation 
cycle. 

4) When changing the rotation direction, the hand-
operated gear must first be placed in a neutral position. 

For operating the tower 
via the motor-operated 
mechanism the crankcase 
cover plate stock is 
equipped with a controller 
through which the 
MB-208 engine can be 
switched on. 
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102A 102B

102C

102D

102E 102F 102G 102H

102B

102B

102C

102D

082A

082A

CODE NAME OF PART QUANTITY

102A Suspension spring guard shield 1

102B Machine-gun magazine rack 1

102C Machine-gun ammunition magazines 7

102D 85mm shell E 2

102E Signal box 1

102F Wire clip 3

102G Tension wheel cover 1

102H Suspension cylinder 1

BM 1.7 x 4mm screw 3 + 1*

HM 2.0 x 4mm screw 2 + 1*

LM 2.3 x 4mm screw 5 + 2*

BP 1.7 x 4mm screw 6 + 2*

DP 1.5 x 5mm screw 2 + 1*

2 Fit the two 85mm 
shells E (102D) 
into the holes 

on the reverse side of 
the right chassis A (082A) 
behind the magazine rack. 
Fix in place with four BP 
screws. 

1Insert the 7 machine-gun ammunition 
magazines (102C) onto the machine-gun 
magazine rack (102B) so that the two 

small pins fit snuggly in place, so as not to 
allow the magazines to fall out. Next push 
the pins into the openings on the reverse side 
of the right chassis A (082A). Fix in place with 
two BP screws. 

DPBPLMHMBM

BP

BP

BP

BP

BP

BP

096A

100A

075B

3 Wrap the tracks, assembled in step no. 
96, around the wheels so that the ridges 
fit between the tyres. Fasten the ends of 

the tracks together with two DP screws. Where 
necessary readjust the track tension by rotating 
the wheel outer on the main transmission shaft 
ratchet (see no. 100, step 5). 

DP

DP

4 Position the right 
chassis A (082A) in line 
with the right side of 

the lower hull (056A), which 
was put aside in assembly 
stage no. 60. Run the two LED 
lighting wire cables (057A) 
from the right side through 
the slits under the right rear 
fighting compartment wall 
(097A). 

082A

056A

097A
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082A

056A

5 Join the right chassis A (082A) with the right side of 
the lower hull (056A) using four LM screws. 

LMLM

LM

LM

BM

BM
BM

102F
102F

102F

082B

057A

057A

097A

6 Fasten the LED lighting wire cables (057A) 
onto the right chassis B (082B), as shown 
in the drawing, with three wire clips (102F) 

and fix them in place with three BM screws. Insert 
the green and black LED cable into the right rear 
fighting compartment wall (097A). 

082A

HM

LM

102G

082B
082B

100E

102E
102E

10 Place 
the suspension 
cylinder (102H) 

into the hole on the base of 
the lower hull (056A) behind 
the suspension arm. Fix 
in place with a HM screw. 

7 Insert the yellow and black 
LED lighting wire cable 
(057A) into the hole on 

top of the suspension spring 
guard shield (102A), positioning 
it as shown in the drawing. Next, 
place the guard on the right 
chassis A (082A) so that the pins 
in the lower part of the guard 
go into the corresponding holes. 
Fix it in place with a HM screw 
via the eye hoop at the top. 

102G

102H
056A

057A

102A
102A

102H

9 Insert the two pins 
on the tension wheel 
cover (102G) into 

the two openings on the 
top of right chassis A (082A) 
so that the cover conceals 
the idler wheel tensioner 
spring (100E). 

8 Place the signal 
box (102E) above 
the front end of 

right chassis B (082B) so 
that the pins on its base go 
into the lower opening. Fix 
in place with a LM screw. 



STEP 104

The arm supports – which help to secure the seats to 
the tank base – have two openings which allow the position 
of the seats to be adjusted forward or backwards. 

The height of the driver-operator’s and machine gunner’s 
seats cannot be adjusted. There is no need since the 
driver’s hatch is located in the sloping hull front plate, and 
the difference between being in a firing or stowed position is 
dependent on whether the hatch is open or closed. 

Moreover, the driver-operator has no additional need to 
adjust their position while in the cockpit.

The driver-operator’s and machine gunner’s seats and 
armrests are installed in the cockpit and are attached 
to the base of the lower hull. Both seats are identical in 
design. The cockpit is situated in the hull nose piece. 

The main parts that make up the seats are: chair base, seat 
back, headrest, armrests and an arm support for securing the 
seat to the base of the lower hull. 

To recline the seat back, the arcs of the seat armrests must 
be adjusted to fit into the corresponding slots (there are 
three in total). 
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1

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The T-34-85 tank team is made up of five people: the commander, the gunner (gun 
commander), the loader, the driver-operator and the machine gunner. 

The height-regulated seat 
of the driver-operator first 
appeared in the T-44 tank, 
in which the hatch was 
located on the roof of 
the cockpit. 
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3 Put both seats (104C) into the 
four corresponding holes in front 
of the lower hull panel (055A). 

Fix each seat in place with two BP screws 
from the reverse side of the lower 
hull panel (055A).

055A

055A

104C

104C

In the next stages you’ll 
continue assembling 
the cockpit: you’ll install 
the gear selector, the fuel pump 
foot pedal, the air pump hand 
lever and the air pump hand 
lever support. 

BP

BP

BP

BP

104A
104B

104C

BP CP

1Slot the pivotable parts on 
the back of the seat (104A) 
together with the holes 

at the back of the seat (104C). 
Fit both sides in place with 
a CP screw. Do the same with 
the second seat back (104A) and 
seat (104C) and fix both sides in 
place with two CP screws.   

2 Position one of the 
seat armrests (104B) 
adjacently to the holes on 

the side of the seat back (104A) 
and the seat (104A) so that 
the pointy end of the armrest 
attaches to the seat back. Fix in 
place with two CP screws. Next, 
place the armrest (104B) from 
the other side alongside the seat 
in exactly the same position as 
the first armrest and fix in place 
with two CP screws. Do exactly 
the same with the armrests for 
the second seat.  

104A

104A

104B

104C

104C

104A

104C

CODE NAME OF PART QUANTITY 

104A Seat back 2

104B Seat armrest 4

104C Seat 2

BP 1.5 x 4mm screw 4 + 1*

CP 1.7 x 4mm screw 12 + 2*

CP

CP

CP

CP

CP

CP
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THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
There is a brake fitted to safeguard the tower from unplanned or spontaneous 
rotation.  

1

to the axial slot, holds the brake pad in place to help prevent 
spinning. 

When the hand lever is rotated to the right, the brake 
moves out of the casing and onto the lower pedestal cogged 
support ring, which can stop the turret in any position. After 
the brake pad teeth fully collide with the pedals, the pin 
needs to be inserted in one of the cavities, located on 
the brake casing exterior, in order to prevent the brake hand 
lever from loosening. 

The brake is installed on the right-hand side of 
the tower, next to the loader’s seat, on one of 
the couplings on the turret ball bearing rings. 
It comprises of a casing attached to the coupling, 

a brake pad with teeth and screw-threaded bores, an axle, 
a hand lever, and a button-operated locking device. 

The casing has cylindrical openings that house the brake 
pad which wraps around the axle.  The hand lever is fitted to 
the square end of the axle, fastened by a pin. A screw, fitted 

To employ the tower brake 
function, the button-
operated locking device 
must be tilted at a 90° 
angle after which 
the hand lever must be 
moved to the left while 
the brake pad teeth are 
still in the lower pedestal 
cogged support ring of 
the clutch control rod. 
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3 Position the two 
holes on the 
base of the fire 

extinguisher bottle (103A) 
onto the two pins located 
along the front side of the 
lower hull (056A). The blast 
pipe should be on the left. 

4 Carefully turn the tank upside down. 
Unscrew and remove the battery box 
lid (053B). Insert two AAA batteries 

into the battery box (053A). The negative end 
of each battery should be touching both of 
the spring elements.  Once the batteries are 
in place, close and fasten the battery box lid. 
Turn the switch in the rear of the lower hull 
(056A) to the ‘on’ position. All 4 LEDs (057A) 
should light up. Don’t forget to turn the switch 
to the ‘off’ position once you have tested it.   

103A

053A

053B

103A

056A

057A

057A

057A

057A

056A

103A 103B

103C 103D

IM

103C 103D

1Place the hole over the end 
of the brake and clutch 
control rod A left (103C) 

over the pins on the inner left-
hand side of the brake and clutch 
pedals (103B). The pins on the 
other end of the pedal should be 
underneath. Next, place the hole 
at the end of the right brake and 
clutch control rod A right (103D) 
onto the pins on the inner right-
hand side of the brake and clutch 
pedals (103B). 

2 Using two screws, join the brake and clutch pedals 
(103B) to the left frontal part of the lower hull (056A) 
as shown in the drawing. Fix in place with two IM 

screws. Carefully insert the pins on the end of the brake and 
clutch control rod A left (103C) and the brake and clutch 
control rod A right (103D) into the corresponding openings 
in the front of the lower hull panel (055A). 

103B

103B

056A

055A

103B

103C 103D

CODE NAME OF PART QUANTITY 

103A Fire extinguisher bottle 1

103B Brake and clutch pedals 1

103C Brake and clutch control rod A left 1

103D Brake and clutch control rod A right 1

IM 1.7 x 3mm screw 2 + 1*

IM IM


